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ANNpTATION
This work provides an analyt4?al survey of current concepts regarding electro-
static ion-cyclotron turbulence 
-,
 
and experiment), and regarding inclined
double potential layers in the maTmtospheric plasma.
It examines the question of anotgalous resistance governed by electrostatic ion-
cyclotron turbulence, and one-dimensional and two-dimensional models of double elec-
trostat,-_ layers in the magnetospheric plasma.
iii
ION-CYCI TRON TURUIMM AND OBLIQUE
DOUBLE LAYER IN MAGNE,`.t'OSPIWMC PLASMA
BY
V. A. Liperovskiy, M. I. Aidovkin, G. A.
Skuridin, and S. L. Shalimov*
This survey reflects the rising interest iii studying electrostatic ion-cyclo- 	 /3**
tron (EIC) turbulence which developed because of a puttiber of new measurements made
in the near-earth space plasma on the S3 3 satellite.
In addition toimental proof of the EIC-,wavas in the exper'	 p	 magnetosphere plasma,
I
the survey examines the main conclusions of the linear theory of EIC-instability.
i
A detailed study of it is found in the pioneer works oi'Drumtrand and Rosenbluth [1],
and Lani.nadze and Stepanov [2]. g
study of the nonlinear stage of EIC-instability evolution was made by Petviashvili
[3], Dum and Dupree [4] and others. wagdeyev [5, 7, 81, Sagdeyev and Galeyev [y],
as well as the book of Artsimovich and Sagdeyev [101-'examined the problem of ate -
loss resistance governed by plasma turbulence, Kindel [11], Ionson [121, Ionson
et al. [13] Dakin et al. [14] and Hudson et al-. [15] examined a similar prab1=
in relation to EIC-turbulence.
*Institute of Space Rese.3rch of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
**Numbers in margin indicate pagination in original foreign tP.xt.
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The appropriate experimental laboratory studies of EIC-turbulence were
made. The most important has became the experiments of Dakin et al. [14],
Correll et al. [16,17] and Bohmer and Fornaca (18). As applied to longi-
tudinal currents in the auroral zone of the magnetosphere, the role of the
EIC - instability was first established by Kz,ndel and Kennel [19], who 	 /4
found that, among the basic three wave instabilities excited in a plasma
with a current (Sunman, ion-sound, and EIC), the EIC-instabil.ty has a
lower excitation threshold in the magnetosphere.
In 1963 Petviashvili showed that within the framework of one-dimensional
quasilinear theory , in an infinite, uniform, magnetoactive plasma the
occurrence of a plateau on the electron distribution function stabilizes
the EIC-waves [3]. The effective frequency of electron collision with
waves thus equals
rr	 ^o
Irk i	 b
where Ott are ion-electron collisions; u - drift velocity of electrons
along the magnetic field which, for EIC-instability, has a much smaller
thermal ve.	 Such a small effect of collective collisions must naturally
be disregarded...
Thus for a long time it was assumed that BIC-unstability,, in spite of
a lower excitation threshold as compared with the ion-,sound one and in
spite of the absence of the requirement for non-isothermality, was not
 important in the problem of anomalous resistance in the magnetosphere.
It was confirmed by other authors -- Vedenov [20], Lysak [22], Duo and
Dupree [41 that collisions, three-dimensional effects and the presence of
longitudinal constants of the electric fields can overcame the require-
ment for a"plateau", and saturation of the turbulence level is performed
at a higher level (for example, under the influence of the mechanism of
expansion of ion resonances [41). As a result, the anomalous resistance
caused by the EIC-turbulence increases. Experiments on the satellite S 3-3
2
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[15 11 also showed that a "plateau" is not formed. Later in space experi- L
ments it was found that the level of EIC-turbulence, connected with
longitudinal currents was so great; J^hat the frequency of collective
collisions of particles with waves leads to a large cxwomalous resistance
in the longitudinal currents. Thus the study of the anomalous resistance,
caused by ETC turbuleivae, is important for understanding wany large-scale
geophysical prtvesses.
The study ft.M presents data on laboratory experiments indicating that
the development of strong wave turbulence of the ion-sound type leads to
x,
the occurrence of direct potential layers in the current-carrying plasma,
r
i.e., layers in which the field is parallel to the magnetic field. The
double layers, which develop in the plasma at a very high EIC-turbulence
level, are inclined with respect to the ,magnetic field (so-called oblique
layers of the IC-type). The physical model of this inclined layer was
developed in a series of articles by Swift [51-55].
The basic features of this model are discussed below.
1. EIC-INSTABILITY: EXPLIUMENT AND THEORY
1.7.. E}Pk:RYTMMAL. DISCUSSION OF EIC-MV'ES IN THE
MAGNETOSPHERE
There have been very few 0,`.Lect observations of EIC-waves in the
magnetosphere up until recently.
EIC waves were observed in the region of diurnal polar cusps cA; the
satellite OGO-5 [42J during a strong magnetic storm on l November 1968.
A frequency was observed which corresponded to the intensity maximum of
waves located between 0.67 and 0.87 W`,-
In a rocket experiment [25] at an altitude of about 600 km above the
Earth close to the auroral arc boundary'str+ong electrostatic fluctuations
were determined about "Z (at frequencies of 40 Hz). The
3
sizmAtaneously observed strong heating of the ions is associated by the /6
authc"s of (251 with the presence of EIC instability in these regions.
Further, the electrostatic wave turbulence was studied in detail in
(34,45], where a fairly high level of wave energy was noted at frequencies
close to w,,i. These experamentAlf
 however, did not make a special, study of
the EIC waves. American works in the last several years from 1975-1978
which cover EIC turbulence in the cosmic plasma are studied in [431.
.An important step forward tcww ds studying wave turbulence in the mag-
netosphere was the studies of the Mozer group which mere made based on
measurements of the S 3-3 satellite [15,24], These pubjAcations give the
results of measurements (at altitudes about R in the aororal zone) of
intensity of both the constant and variable 6n of the plasma. The measure-
ments showed the presence of regions of strong longitudinal electrical
fields and wave electrostatic turbulence. These regions were recorded
at varying local time (ZAP) on L`shells from L •= 4.7 to L y 6 Typical
dimensions of the regions were about 35 kilaneters.. This corresponds
to 10 km in the ionosphere.
Figure 1.1 [24] presents an example of'the.measurements of spectral
pagers On/h) 2 and (6E) 2 for the 217th day of 1976. It should be
noted "that, in addition to these main measurements, measurements were
made (evidently with much less accuracy) of the magnetic field.
They made it possible to establish a rough estimate of the magnitude of
the density of the longitudinal currents.
0
4
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2,p average or typical values of the measured parameters are the following:
vs	
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Analysis of the findings permitted the authors of 124) to assert that the
obs^)rved turbulence is ion-cyclotron which corresponds to the Drummond -POsenblutli
mode. This conclusion was drawn based on the following arguments. First of all,
in the spectra presented in Figure 1.1, there are clear maximums of spectral power
at frequencies slightly greater than w Bij 2wBi , 3wBi as should be according to the
linear theory of EIC-instability.
In one of the typical examples w/wBi = 1.4, and this, according to the linear
theory (see Figure 1.4) -hat greater than one.corre --nds— t o the ratio Te/Ti somew
-	
spo
Thus, although direct measurements of Te and Ti we not gade, certain information
regarding the ratio of teaperatures wni extracted by the a4thors of [24 1 fran the
set of experimental data and the hypothosis regarding the correctness of the linear
Ii
t1ieory of BIC-instability for this case. However, estimates for tenp eratures can
hardly be considered experimental fact, since currently it is far frcm clear 1xv
mach the conclusions of linear theory can be used to analyze the turbulent quasi
stationary state.
Secondly, in certain cases (when the time for passage of the region of wave
electrostatic turbulence was greater than the period of rotation of the satellite
around its own axis), polarization of low-frequency oscillations was defiiied. It
was found that intensity of the variable electrical field is the maxim= in the
direction perpendicular to the main magnetic field BO with accuracy 15°. This
conclusion is an important confirmation of the fact that the observed waves corres-
pond to the EIC-waves.
...g
",A authors of (241 estimated the temperature of the elecrons T. as follows.
Since the quantities of fluctuations in the electrical field 6E and density of
electrons Sn for slow waves are associated by the ratio
nt
*iosTo it Sol
Where, k wave number) then by using measurements of an and 6E one can determine
	
' i
	the product of the wave number k times Te (kTe N 5 x 10 eV/m) . Me authors of (241,
r
taking into on,Nsiderati:an the Doppler effect in measuring frequencies from a moving
	
rf	 satellite, based on the results of a theory developed in (46), estimated the phase
velocity of waves and their wave number (k- 1.6 x 10'" 2 m l) . his permitted fur-
A^
ther estimate of the tenperature (Te ," 3.4 eV) . The conclusion that the observedr
wave turbulence corresponds to the Drummond-Hosenbluth.mode is also confirmed by
the fact that with direct suibst tuti, n of the obtaxyu4 estimates for ware parameters
in the actual part of the corresponding dispersion equation (see equation 2.7 of
this survey) it is satisifed with a fair degree of accuracy.
It should, be noted that these studies did not	 'Measurements of fluctu-
ations in the magnetic field, i, . e . , it was not experimentally proved that the waves
only have electrostatic nature
A shortcoming of the discussed observations is the fact that measurements of
the variable electrical field were made only to frequencies < 500 hz (and in (44]
data are presented to frequencies < 1000 Hz) , while the plasma ion frequency wpi 2. 2
x 103 Hz could be unnoticed because of the ion-sonic turbulence which possibly
exists simultaneously with the cyclotron.
Thus, the set of wave experiments made on the satellite S 3-:3 yields rich
experimental information necessary to analyze the nature of ate electrostatic
wave turbulence in the magnetosphere. %be cycle of works by the.N,ozer group to
7
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investigate phetxyoi-,4 to of anomalous .resistivity, double layers rind electrostatic
shockwaves based nthese experiments and a number of 7 ;*thoses draws the oonclu-
sign that the E'4ZC-inatability plays m definite male in theae gwimena. Hover,	 /10
the set of experimant&I data, frcm our viewpoint, is still not sufficient for
reliable confirmation of the definitive role of the EIC-movie in the problem of
anomalous resistivity in the magnetosphere. one can only assert that the EIC-
turbulence really exists.
1.2. MAIN CONCWSIONS OF THE L31MAR
THEORY OF EIC-INSTABILITY
If one considers that the temperature of ions and electrons T. and Ti for the
plasma in the magnetic field has a finite value which differs from zero, then one
can find e- a fvllowirq effect [1, 24 it is ;found that with v QM/2 ( 0--angle between
-r
direction of external magnetic field Do and wave vector k) a number of new branches
of natural plasma oscillations appear whose frequencies with k -', 0 and k+- approach
the frequency n  wgo	 tat = Ljs i n . 4,a^,,, I s.la cb. s}..	 These oscillations are
called cyclotron.
The behavior of the cyclotron oscillations significt:.itly depends on the proximity
of the angle 9 to-w/2. Therefore cases of transverse
and quasitransverse dissemimt on of cyclotron oscillations are isolated. The condi-
tion of quasitransverse nature is written as; k„ V: << W << V's k « ,
We now assume that low-pressure plasma is examined for which the following oondi-
tions are fulfilled (applied, in particuularr to the magnetosphere)
8
It now turns out (sew for example (27)1, that from the ion-cyclotron.oscillations
it is possible to isolate almost electrostatic (potential, 'longitudinal) ion-
cyclotron oscillations. If the latter conditions are not fulfillers, then the
oscillations are not potwtial. In order to obtain electrostatic ion-cyclotron 41
oscillations in the case of their quas3itrms verse dissemination, we will examine
the dispersion equation for the Maxwellian functions of distribution which des-
cribe the longitudinal plasma oscillations in the magnotIc field (271;
6, a 4 t E. ♦ Ea a (l.l)
w »
^^ s CW- h W`,,^^^^K'^f,► c^f9 ^ ^+ +► ^K^g^^t,
	
^^ r^ a	 1^?',` S 
¢46L 
4t^
0
in (ua) --modified Hesselian function. Ve function W is called tsae integral of proW,^-
bil.ity from the complex argument or Oral's function, In tl-e case where the arqu-
msnt of the W function is great, or small, as compared to a unit, this function can
bo approximated by the following approximate formula which follow from its deter-
mi4p-Uon ( 361:
W) poll 44
W^
only the real arguments of the W function are further examined everywhere. Now in
order tc solate the longitudinal ion-cyclotron oscillations in the case of their
quasitransverse dissemination, we add the following to the hypotheses and oonclt-
s:ions made:	 Ks . N	 k	 f<k` t.( kA 0
r
s
T1
o ^,	 l
f^
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Mien, after using the asymptotic formulas for Wfxy r the contributions of ce and zi
in the dispersion equation for longitudinal oscillations Est 1 + E  * C;, a  0
	
will
be dete=Aned by the formulas
	
et Ati ^1^ ♦ irV^ t^	 ^1.2)
F `  1 1► 	 1	 `
r•,(r) = exP (-r) Zw ^ ^ r . Ica, as1 0br,K16tTe,
lob s CW.NW 61-1? I L K N ISL toF'j s V T tt / ^(M .
Only one antifiermitian term responsible for the Cerenkov absorption of oscillations
by the electrons is left in the expression for %, :since according to the coixiition
`'> K0% , the electron cyclotron damning of the examined oscillations
has an exponential order of smallness. Ze condition (W ^' ,l^-^r„^S means that
K04 /0% 44 A► • i . e . , dissemination of the wave occurs almost perpendicularly to
the magnetic field. At the same time, weak ion cyclotron ding of the oscillationp
is guaranteed. We will now assume for sifWlicity that `"'p• 1 K' ' ^^ `' t , when one
can ignore in the dispersion equation the unit as canpared to ei and re. Then the
equation For the reap part of the oscillation frequency '9
	 , , k '^	 lit
in our case adopts the following appearance;
n^^	 L
	 0
From here we obtain,:
	
71e	 ,rte	 yr.	 ^i.'^k
	 (1.3)
io
^f
^,l	 s
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	 , then 	 )
	 /13
It is convenient to solve the equation: 0 TUT66014	 graphical)
,	
Y
(see Figure 1.2 [271) . The solutions to uPkft) • W K • I t a 6. jcorresponds to the
;points of intersection of strai. t line ffi + T
	
^,^	 y 1	 4 /T"anc the curve y f (w)
k	 i	
I
v	 •	
w^	 /14
	
i	 ^	 I
1	 ry'
..	 g
Y',	
Y 4a+r6.ea»x. x a. .aa.a r`^M'^...
	
_
w	 Figure 1.2. `Graphic Resolution of the Disper-
sion Jquation
0	 It is knparent from Figure 1.2, that with a rise itii 7 i/Te, WW (k) approachesj
`	 nwBi . The behavior of the frequency cam) (k) depending on "k" is schematically
4	 shown in Figure 1.3 (271. It follows from Figure 1.3, that for long (ko i << 1)
and short (k-pi "l) waves, the frequencies w(m) (k) close to nwsi . Therefore one
can assume.
:^^"^(r) "• Moo, (4+ sM CRIB`	 l(1.4)
4
where	 M(m)} Ct I.	 In order to find Ln(k), we return to equation (1.3). By
i
d ;	 substituting instead of w its expression (1.4),` we bring (1.3) to the following
appearance	
'S
U
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Figure 1.3. Schematic Dependence of Frequencies
of Longitudinal Ion-Cyclotron Oscil-
latons on Quantity of Wave Vector-
From Mere we find
	 r^ Nj
I^0 "110*
We will 'limit ourselves in the further presentation only to the first han ►mnics
(n = 1). This limitation is justified by the fact that the weakly-dampening oscil--
lations with a large number of the branch "n" do not exist [27, 161.
Then for the first liawmni, s instead of (1.4) we have
	 (1.6)
where
r,C r)
If we now total the infinite sum for "n," by using the properties of the functions
rM {r) ^w- N r^ ' Y ` and the recurrent ratios for the Hesselian function,
then
r4 ^h
. y i
where G (M ) C4 t 	 j O 4 G(4) < 1 ,	 We will examine the area
of applicability of formulas (1.6) and (1.7).
In the case of Ti >> Te, i.e., in plasma with hot ions and cold electrons (which,
for example, occurs in the transitional, region of the magnetosphere and in the area
of diurnal polar cusps) we have
tz	 r4
1
We note that this formula expresses the proximity of A (k) to wbi , but now already
with random values _(A
 ^''^(r). r ^ C(+^^	 Derivation of this usually employed
formula is not equivalent to the result that is obtained if it is assumed u = 0 (then
G(o) 1, 1 -G=  0, but r l (o) = 0 and w= %i). In the case of Ti/T % 1 for the
mzximum quantity rl = 0.2 wlzi.ch is reached with P= 1.5^ [191], it is easy too see that
A 1 N 0.2 , therefore w = 1.2 wbi . When Te/Ti >> 1 arkd a + 0 (so that G (u) 1) , the cor-
rection Ql can become large, since under these conditions t p7 ;2 W,t C4 +
The numerical solution to equation (1.3) showed that the relationships for different
i
ratios of temperatures have an appearance presented in Figure 1.4 [27]. The elec-
trostatic ions-cyclotron fluctuations oscillate, for example, with drift of the elec-
trons in relation to the ions. If the plasma electrons whicli have Maxwellian dis-
tribution for velocities drift under the influence.of an external electric field
along the external magnetic field BO with 'velocity u, thin in the electron term
in the dispersion equation (1.2) w should be replaced by w knu. The frequency
of the longitudinal oscillation with u << Nb is determined by formula (1.6) as
before.
The expression for the increment in the oscillations in the linear theory is /18
found from the formula-:.
1	 v	 Tn. f ( to., k
Tot • • 1 E ^as w^, ^) / aw
wit. RQ wtOL)	
_Y`_. 3 t w, W C `)
,13!
/17
n
1 
'4
	
&
Figure. 1.4. Dependency of Frequency and Liongi-
tudinal Ion-Cyclotron Oscillations
on (k2 pi2) for Different Values of
the Parameter Te/Ti. The values
Te/Ti equal to 0.1, 0.3, 1 and'3
respectively corres1xvid to curves
1 - 4.
qherefore,, taking into consideration the small antiHernLitian terns in (1.2) we
obtain for the first harmonic
+	
T
	
r4	 ( V K"Ve	 (1.9ft	 4.	 )
w^	 #WL	
- 10, 
t
	
K^^t: ^ P [ _ 1"(	 IA 1 1 .z K hSZ
We now find fran (1.9) an estimate for the critical drift velocity ue which deter-
mines the threshold fordevelopment of the instability. In this case, y = 0, there-
%
	
It 
Tt1 4
a
	 r. t4tp A 	 By using (1.6), and by 2fore 	Ji.
designating	 (10 -Zzo.) /%qKn	 we find that	 therefore
	
TS	
x[-
S T^^ +	 R p
K.1 It,
A
rt^
(f
j€
x
y^
n
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By minimizing the function
	
NA) in relation to k, i , kl , i.e., we solve the
Wk	 1-1
. 
equations of / l k % • Ord a 110 w , . ? As a result, we f ir*A at K. S; + 1 (so that
IL
r = 0.2) and `W •u) ^Ckw^;^t'i,	 7 a e1,	 `, /	 T.
With these values k h i k„ a 40	 and
	
Z" 1 0 C e* (tr. Te r, % v.T)) .^	 (1.10)
The dependence of threshold (critical) drift velocity uc
 on the temperature ratio
Te/Ti for hydrogen plasma is presented in Figure 1.5 (19). It is apparent from the
figure that in a fairly broad region of temperature (0.1< Te /Ti < 8) , the EIC insta-
bility is excited earlier (i.e., with smaller longitudinal points), than the ion-
	 /20
sound.
1 a
	
/19
Jp
Figure 1.5. dependence of Critical
Velocity of Electron on
Temperature Ratio Te/Ti
for Ion-Sound (I) and
Ion- yclotmn (II) Insta-
bility
Figure 1.6 frun [19) constructs the dependences W/WI^. '. ^''^ka`%rs k`
and k ip/kl on Te/Ti for hydrogen plasma (approximately the same will be for plasma
containing ions of any other type). It follows from the Figure, for example, that
I
I^ritical velocity of
N	 " ift of ion-sound
instability
3
1
p,^ Criti.cal^ u!s1oc^,
of drift for EIC
instability
As 
^+
C.	 ..	 .	 ^..
r.
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Figure 1.6. Critical Frequency Corresponding to
the Boundary of Instability w1W
Quantity V- -- k2 \).2/w2 - andtine
Ratio k 
1	 .1, Bi
.L /`kjj DependiM on Te/'Di--
Temperature Ratios for Hydrogen
Plasma. W/WBi and 11 4 correspond
to the same scale from the left,
k.L/kjj corresponds to the scale
from the right.
as Te/Ti increases, the parallel =rponent of the wave vector k 1l of the increasing
waves rises (component along the field BO), In this case
	 Figures
1.5 and 1.6 refer to hydrogen plasma. Admixtures of heavier ions than 	 change the
threshold for development of EIC-instability. Thus, for example, in & H +
 -
plasma instability with wBi(&) develops at a lower threshold, even if the plasma
is hydrogen for 80% of the ion content [191.
Vie will summarize the presented linear theory of EIC-instability. It is evi-
dent that for studying the EIC-waves it is basically necessary to use a kinetic
equation, since the hydrodynamic theory of fluctuations in the magnetically-active
plasm is insufficient, since it does not suitably take into consideration the
thermal movement of the plasma particles. Because of consideration of thermal
movement of plasm particles, a number of new branches for oscillations in the
16
tti	 r^	 i
magnetically active plasma appear in the kinetic approximation [27, 26] weakly-
and strongly-damping, long- and short-wave, and all of then are missing in the
cold plasma. In particular, an electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave made of Drumrond-
Rosenbluth appears with frequency wun% and with wave vectors directed at angles
close to /2 in relation to the external magnetic field.
Theoretical study of the EIC-instability went beyond the framework of discus-
sion of a laboratory w )cperiment {to a considerable degree because of the work of
Kindel and Kennel (191) and its results began to be used mare often to interpret
phenomena in the auroral zone. 	 /22
The development of EIC•-instability at altitudes of the tipper ionosphere, for
calm conditions of the ionosphere, does not require very great density of the longi-
tudinal currents (109 10 10 electr./cm2
 x s, or 2 x 3.0-10 - 10-9 A/=2 (19]). Meas-
urements in the auroral zone on satellites show the presence of longitudinal currents
which are quite sufficient for oscillations of the EIC-waves (see for example [471).
It is ,important to note that since the magnetic field is nonuniform because of
longitudinal currents, the requirement of pressure balance results in thr require-
ment of pressure gradient. The pv,-ssure gradient governs the drift instability with
low threshold value of the current [30]. This effect is important with
• 2 	 ^Ita t; + r,> IU-	 ^^ (i.e., for example, in the region of diurnal polar cusp),
and consequently, is not suitable for the conditions of the upper ionosphere.
The EIC-waves themselves have been observed in the auroral zone [24], and
simultaneously with ascending ions [44]. however, information on precisely which
mechanism oscillates the EIC-waves (ion bundles or drifting electrons) has not been
successfully obtained from the measurements [44]. if one considers the source of
energy for the EIC waves `co be`ion bundles, then the question of obtaining these W
17
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bundles is still unresolved.
Because of the lack of an unequivocal solution to the question of the source
;F	 of free energy for EIC-wave oscillation, it is useful to also examine the possible
1i	 mechanism for generation of EIC-instability not in the plasma with current, but in
the presence of counter flows of ions (31].
In the plasma layer of the magnetospheric tail, the development of the explo-
sive phase of a substorm is accompanied by the appearance of hot plasma moving along
the layer with average -mass velocity exceeding 600 - 1000 km /s (32, 33). It is
believed that these streams forth in the region of formation of a neutral point at
geocentric distances from the earth less than 10 RE . Injection of plasma to the X23
earth among the geomagnetic field with velocities considerably exceeding the velo-
city of the transverse drift, can cause formation of a cwunterflow of plasma as a
consequence of reflection of the first stream from the nearer points in the iono-
sphere. Under certain conditions, it is possible that different unstable modes
will develop in this system, and in particular, electrostatic ion-cyclotron which
is a probable cause of the development of anomalous resistivity in the auroral tube
[15]. The results of satellite measurements [34] show that quasielectrostatc
noise appears in the area of the plasma layer ( as well as in the auroral tubes)
simultaneously with recording of longitudinal proton streams.
Thus, the problem develops of determining the conditions for the development
of EIC-waves in the plasma which is characterized by the presence along a uniform
magnetic field of two counterstreams of hot "anisotrcpic" protons (TJ)i # Tl i) in
the presence of "anksotropic" electrons (T11 e # Tle)
 
(without consideration for
the drift velocity of electrons along the magnetic field). Since the distribution
of energetic electrons over the angles within the plasma layer remained isotropic
at the moment the explosive phase of the ssbstorm begins [48] one can therefore
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Then the condition obtained in [31) for oscillation of the EIC-wave for the
first harmonics looks like:
Y
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(1.11)
where V--drift velocity of the proton stream. The inequality (1.11) has the following
physical meaning. Increase in the stream velocity of the protons along the magnetic
field diminishes the threshold for development of EIC-Instability. The parameters
of the magnetospheric plasma during development of the explosive phase of the sub-
storm satisfy. the inequality (1.11) [31, 361. Thus, the observed ETC-waves can
oscillate in the magnetospheric plasma during ;nteraction of the eounW- rstreams of /24
i
`G	 hot protons with great pP^._ndicul.ar temperature.
Because of the importance of taking into consideration the temperature aniso-
tropy in magnetospheric applications (for exanple, in the upper ionosphere where
the plasma is collision-free), we will present formulas for this case [291. Expres-
sion (1.8) for the frequency of EIC-fluctuations is transformed into
(1.12)
r	 Y^ts
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u	 For the increment of EIC-instability, instead of (1.9) we havet;
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Respectively, instead of (1.10) we obtain
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1, 3, VIOUMON OF EIC-INSTABILITY'
The general plan for evolution of EIC-instability excited by electron drift
along the magnetic field can be presented as shown in Figure 1.7 (14)
E
f
Figure 1.7. Schematic Illustration of Evolution of EIC-instability [141
We note	 first of all that in its nature, the EIC-instability is weakly
convective [21]. This circumstance is important for inhamgeneous conditions of
the upper iono_phere where waves reach considerable amplitudes in the region of
instability before wave convection from the instability region becomes important.
In the region of maximum instability, the group velocity of waves transverse to
the magnetic field approaches zero, while the group velocity along the magnetic 	 /26
field 9v 11 remains a finite quantity [21]. 	
l
It is easy to show that by using (1.2) and the formula to determine
» ^^^N arc« t oaf / sw) MN►^•	 that 'So-,V;	 The slightly convective nature
of the EIC-waves permits the instability to reach large amplitudes. In this case,
the quasilinear effect of formation of a "plateau" on the distribution function
of electrons which results in relaxation of the oscillations, in the opinion of
the authors [20, 221 cannot play its role because of the spatial effects and
20
longitudinal electric fields occurring in the magnetosphere. Direct measurements
on the satellite S 3 - 3 [15) also indicate that EIC-instability is saturated at
a higher level than predicted by the quasilinear theory (1). The amplitWe of the
EIC-waves therefore rises until nonlinear mechanisms of saturation begin to opera`,
floe of these mech&, , ' ,^sms is broadenLig of the ion resonances (4) In the opinion of
the authors of [22], in addition to broadening the ion resonances, the mechanism of
longitudinal capture of electrons is actIve, when a large number of electrons are
trapped between the potential "walls" of the wave. This, in turn, results in anoma-
lous resistivity to the current of electrons. The theory of broadening of icon reson-
ances is based on the concept that as instability develops, plasma becomes turbulent.
Orbits of ions moving in the turbulent plasma experience noncoherent perturbation
because of the interaction of ions with stochastically changing ccq.)onents of the
wave field. consideration for this interaction results in distortion of the condi-
tion for particle resonance with ,Lhe wave (0- K~  Vt. - m3s., 4 0)
	
This in turn,
increases the number of particles which exchange energy with the wave.
i
ii
increase in wave clamping on the ions results in replacement of the linear incre-
ment,yL by the nonlinear.yNL. This equals the linear increment supplemented by the 	 /27
term which corresponds to nonlinear damping Aw , i.e.,
The quantity pw is associated with wave amplitude (dn/n) by the formala [4)
^` ,^2._ ^ ^ ^ .^ ►, ^	 Viz_ ^ ^' r^'^	 (1,1s)
where
(r) y C 3: ) Z 3"	 + ^; fir)	 f '(0	 3 , Kl ^t
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In this case, the limitaWon of wave •growth is determined by the condition
	
0	 60'., S I '. (1-17)
The quantitative characteristics for restriction in wave growth is the level of
turbulence Et a Wd"Tt	 where We—density of energy of electrical field of
turbulent pulsations averaged for time. If 'in the expression for linear increment
.0t -
(1-9), we ignore the term for resonance damping of a wave on ions, then
the estimate of the turbulent level according to (1.16) and (1.17) is determined by
the formula (4, 37, 12]:
L
k	 ,...	 = F?.'-^	 (1.18)IL
Experimental confirmation of the nonlinear stabilIzation of L."IC-instability acoozding
to the Dun*rDupree mechanism [4] was obtained in laboratory experiments 116, 18).
The stage of nonlinear limitation in the growth of EIC-instability is followed
by a stage of turbulent heating where the energy is t:y:^namitted from the wave to
the particles. Wave energy density averaged for time (electrostatic plus kinetic)
for the first harmonics pawls [l];
4 +	 IU—
	
(1.19) /L8
where as % jL /opt
	--Debye radius of electrons. The first term in (1.19)
corresponds to the electrostatic energy of the wave, the next two terms correspond
to the kinetic energy of electrons and ions respectively, Just as, usually in the
magnetosphere kXe <<l t so the kinetic energy of the particles is considerably
greater than the energy of the field, while the ion kinetic energy is rl -1 times
greater than the kinetic energy of the electrons. Assuming that Ek - exp (-yt) ,
the rate of energy transmission fran directed movement of the electrons to kinetic
energy of ions participating in wave movement, is written as
w.	 (1.20)
'TIL r4
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We will now ,examine the press of energy transition from EiC-imves to
therava energy of ions in the framework of they quasilinear theory [9, 141, W
will define the heating rata as
i^—J`	 d^v* kM'. (v v,", ) a	 (1.21)
We	
^t	 2	 M 
initially focus attention on the "Perpendicular" heating governed by resonance
particles, i.e.,
ra,	 N 	 ilk
at	 )	 2	 ^t	 (1.22)
where the: equation for the distribution function of ions fi looks like:
►N: Ct 4wN 
	 av,	 N	 11.23)
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Here 44r-frequency of mode which corresponds to the linear theory; Jn -Besselion
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function. Further, the =(Vutations use th64'/ .Maxwellian distribution function fi
and take into consideration only the first harmonics (n = 1).
by using (1.23), instead of (1.22) we obtain
^ s 	t 	 Ww w^ 
dy,	 (1.24)
#	
+ 0
By integrating for v, using
•
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we obtain with k,^ kN
PW N
`.^^,, 	
r4 (10) A	
(1.25)lo,
where	 ?i f+ ( ►+^ I? 	 D+^'`^^ ^' w " ^ ^
By using the expression for he term of doping on ions in (1.9) , we obtain (for
the average 9)
^— tf4vo %0`	 (1.26)
SLt 1,14rly, for "parallel" heating
^w•.Zy.	
^' ` W 	 ^, C [	 b^^4 t ^,:	 (1.27)
Ao&! )L
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where Q 1- 0.15 for Ti" Te r u a 1.5 .	 j30
Thus, it is apparent frm (1.26) and (1.27) that resonance heating of ions in a
direction parallel to the magnetic field is an order smaller than the resonance heat-
ing of ions in a perpendicular direction.
We will now examine the nonresonance interaction of ions and waves for which
.instead of	 i (LO ' ' . K"y^^	 necessary to write the following :n
	
^^	 it is o 	
(1.23)
where	 increment in made oorrej^ponding to the linear theory. With integration for
*vl in the region tom. %4, we obtain for turbulent heating of non° K*^^^ ^► ^ ^^
resonance ions in a perpendicular direction (for average R)
24
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,. ► 	 'I' rt a 4* (E 4	 (1.29)
Turbulent heating of nonresonance ions in a parallel. direction (alon(j the magnetic
field) is exponentially small [19].
,Tn this case one should recall that the effect of heating nonresonance particles
is apparent, irn'the sense that (1.28) describes the response of the nonresonance
particles to a change in wave amplitude. For example, when the wave amplitude in-
creases, the oscillatory kinetic energy of the particles associated with the wave
also rises, and the nonresonance particles seem to bei^heated [,,q].
Another situation develops when the resonance conditions k - w ^vr- hw1^; r 0
are distorted because of the interaction of particles with turbulent pulsations [171.
Then the 6- function is replaced by
V ^-
 ( 1.30)
	
wnere Yk--complete increment of wave increase 	 which equals zero in the /3^1
state of saturated instability; k 2 Dl--transverse diffusion terns. In the region
IL
W KAI - 401: 14 	°' (i.e., in the resonance region) it is ,necessary 'to use the
8- function. Far from the resonance region, where I  ^ v"" walk w k♦1AY it is
necessary to take (1.30), and kylDl is replaced by the average value [17]
at.7a s k ► ^	 yj air -^
	 (1,.31)
As a result, foi' EIC-instability in a state of saturation (with regard for (1.29))
one can obtain	 _	 ..
ALTA	 3n
-r 1
z	 M -	 1	 (1.32)
Formula (1.32) by magnitude yielde the same rate of heating as the formula suggested
n [371:
	 i	 1 °L
T'. 	
.
-t ^ 1 K	 t
	
(1.:.33)
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however, (1.32) has a more common nature, since it is suitable for the case of
wave amplitude saturation not only because of broadening of the ion resonances
	 u ^
(formula (1,33) was obtained on this assumption), but also for possible saturation]
of the wave amplitudes with the help of convection effects in limited plasma.
Thus, one can state that distortion of the resonance conditions between veloc-
ities of the particles and phase velocity of the waves makes it possible for the
greater part of the ion distribution function to exchange energy with the electro-
static ion-cyclotron fields. As a result, the rate of increase in ion temperature
is proportional to complete linear increment YL . If we only examined the resonance
particles, then the rate of heating,	 i g ions ' . m, ^	 would be proportional to (y iL I .
	We will now dwell on the question of the mechanisms for saturation of turbu- 	 432
lent heating for EIC-turbulence. Since the first experiments which studied turbu-
lent heating and its consequences were made under laboratory conditions with fairly	 r ^'
small dimensions of the unit, therefore the corresponding theoretical constructions
adopted the convective model for the heat emission mechanism, i.e., for saturation
i	 of turbulent heating. Correspondingly, the equation of thermal balance looked like
[381:
	 at	 r	 ,tS
L -dimensoon of the system. A similar approach in applying turbulent heating for
saturation in longitudinal magnetospheric currents was developed in [37], where the
followin5 formula (1.33; was obtained for the velocity of turbulent heating of ions
1....,^^'	 . It was considered in this case that the actual EIC-insta-
to a t
bility is saturated by the mechanism for broadening of the ion rtisonances [4]. The
quantity YL diminishes with a rise in ion temperature Ti (see (1.9)). Since insta-
bility occurs when u> ue see (1.14) f while uc t, correspondingly, rises rwith an increase
2G!
s
- 	 7	
,
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in Ti, consequently, with a rise in ion temperature uc +u, while *
.0GC s) OR
Thus, the effect of turbulent heating limits itself. In the condition on the boun-
dary of, stability, the "residual" turbulence heats the ions with such a rate that
the processes of heart emission are capable of removing ener%^ from the region of
turbulence. In this case, one can write the equation for energy balance (371:
,x
O
^T ; aT 0 (aT_ s Ti v:
 
t ^R ,
	a! Rtr. . ► \ ^c Rte, _.
It should be stated that in the absence of heat emission, since turbulent heating
in (1.33) is very rapid, EIC-instability will result in flashes of turbulence amid
	 /33
local. "spots" of hot ions [37, 381. Thus EIC-instability under certain cases can
play the role similar to the Bunemanovskiy instability, result in brief flashes of
anomalous resistivity, and not lengthy quasistationary states.
The mechanism for heat emission which guarantees saturation of turbulent heating,
may be different [13), where energy from Ti  jumps to Ti ll through the process of ion-
ion collisions. In this case, if we consider that Te ll = const, while the threshold
of instability ue approacnes u with an increase in Ti l/Teel because of "perpendicular"
heating of ions (see (1.14)), then from an equation of balance for this mechanism
we can obtain a level of turbulence for the second stage of evolution of EIC-insta-
bility, i.e., for turbulent "perpendicular heating [131:
(1.34)
In this case' t r ^: Experiments on S 3 - 3 [24, 151 forced us once again to
attentively analyze the question of mechanisms for saturation of turbulent heating.
In this case consideration of anisotropy of the temperatures of ions and electrons
was basically important. The level of turbulence at the first stage of evolution,
as shown above, is detennined by formula (1.18)
27
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tic*wer, [15] drew the conclusion that the second stage of evolution ("perpendic-
ular" turbulent heating) does not significantly change the quantity e l . This conclu-
sion was drawn based on maasu,remsnts on the satellite S 3 - 3, which showed that the
measured level of turbulence a is close to e l , while el
 was computed from measure-
ments on the same S 3 - 3 according to formula (1.18). Therefore, decrease in the 	 /34
level of EIC-turbulence el
 in the beginning of the second stage, which was expected
according to the idea of "residual" turbulence [37] and according to formula (1.34)
does not occur. Thus it was assumed in [15] that e'at"MVIO r The physical inter-
pretation of the conclusion that e 1 = E2 is based on the fact that [15] the ratio Tit/
Tell during turbulent heating remains almost constant, since both temperatures rise
approximately at the same rate, so that uc [see (1.14)] approaches u very slowly.
Correspondingly, the level of turbulence E2 also slowly approaches a certain value
O
e2 which it adopts on the boundary of stability. Moreover, if in formula (1.34) the
quantity vii is replaced. by-) - 0.1 I", where	 17x=^W,^, {11] , then one can obtain the
quantity F2 on the order of ell which coincides with the neasured level of turbulence
[15]. Thus, the authors of [15] draw the conclusion that decrease in the level c,2
as eampared to El is not a sufficient and significant circumstance for establishing
the final level of turbulence.
In concluding the section on evolution of EiC-instability, one can make the
following summarizations. EIC-instability evolution is customarily divided into
several stages. The first stage is from the development of instability to its non-
linear saturation at the corresponding level el , Laboratory experiments which have
studied EIC-instability excited both by currents [16, 181, and by ion bundles [23]
have shown that saturation of wave amplitudes occurs according to the mechanism of
broadening of the ion resonances . [4]. Shen follows the second stage of evolution
associated with turbulent hefting. At this stage "perpendicular" heating of ions
28
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occurs. Corresponding laboratory measurements [17, 14, 381 prove the existence
of ""perpendicular" Beating of ions and agreement with theory. Because of heating /3r,
of ions, the threshold of instability uc
 increases almost to u, and consequently,
the system approaches the boundary of stability (the condition of instability u' uc,
where u is the drift velocity of electrons along the magnetic field). This self-
restriction of instability where the omplete linear increment becomes very sa-all
with a lower level of turbulence e21 correspondingly results in a slowing down of
the rate of turbulent heating. We note, however, that experiments on the satellite
S 3 - 3 indicate the possibility of such a situation where e lp e 2 . The final stat-
ionary turbulent state is further defined from the energy balance in which the velo-
city of turbulent heating in a state close to the boundary of stability must be
balanced by the effective rate of heatieemission. Appropriate laboratory experiments
[18] demonstrate considerable transfer of energy and particles perpendicularly to
the magnetic field, so that around the region with the current (i.e., around the
filament) a dense ring of hot ions is formed. Iii the actual filament, the density
in the number of particles is lower than in the surrounding ring of ions. The temper-
ature of ions within the filament is such that the gyroradi.us of ions corresponding
r	 ;^
to it r^,. l,- y ,^ ^i	 is on the order of or greater than cross dimensions of the fila-
meet. These same experiments indicate the appearance of suprathermal electrons dur-
ing instability in agreement with the measurements made on the satellite S 3 - 3
[15], and the presence of energetic electrons strongly depends on the magnetic
s	 field in accordance with the theory of ancrgd1ous resistivity developed in [11].
The next section covers an examination of approaches to the problem of ancma
lous resistivity governed by EIC=turbulence.
K
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Since the reason for EIC-instability is ex:eeediing of a certain critical value
of current:, then one can be convimed from general considerations that evolution
of instability must result in a mechanism which limits growth of the current. In
other words, an additimal electrical resistivity must appear which is called anom.T-
lous.
The standard formula for plasma resistivity Is ItLi contains the frequency
of collision (v) of electrons with the scattering centers (ions, neutral atoms) in
relation to pulse loss. If the plasma electrons build tip certain types of oscilla-•
tilms for waves as a consequence of instability, then anomalous loss of pulse occurs
i
(Its transmission to oscillations, i.e., collective movements of ions). This loss
of pulse is characterized no longer by v , but by a certain frequency V * . We will
determine v* according to the formula [141:
y1tY► ^11 U s H^ ^'►+t V11 'a dw	
(1,35)
where for the velocity of change in electron distribution function fe because of
interaction with waves one can write the following in the framework of the quasi-
linear theory [ 9 1: 
z 4	 ^K	 CE"` >
(Oa- K"V4 — N ^^a ^~ + ^K WK Urt^
(k^ 8 ^ + KW g^ a e
^f	 aV^^	 k ^ aVa.
For EIC-waves t'^ ~ `Jg « --Dg e , and by leaving in (1.35) only the term with n = Of
after integration for vl we obtain
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where Z(x) tabular function associated with the Kramp function determined above
gr	
`We further consMx) by the correlation	 x)	 ^ x i i•	 der that
for r^^	 '^	 that - - 7 Bra 	 1	 ,^ t^ 1 IL ,and by exam-
ining only the first ion
-cyclotron harmronics in wk , we obtained (using the asymptotics
Z for small arguments):
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The first term in the brackets provides a contribution from the resonance particles.
It is an order greater than the contribution from the nonresonance particles which
n
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describes the remaining terms in the brackets, suZce Al- 0.15 for Te- Ti 114).
By leaving only the first term in the brackets, we obtain
Finally, for the average E we have:
E	 ^
E1`440o t
 /;C j 2
where e--level of turbulence, while , k2 corresponds -to the first term in (1.9) .
Consequently, the effective quantity of anomalous resistivity [141:
..	 E 1
We note that turbulent "Perpendicular" heating of ions minty occurs because , cif
nc;presonance particles, Aiile the effective frequency of collisions v * which deter-
mines the pulse loss during collective collisions is governed by resonance particles.
The quantity of ancnTclous resistivity for EIC-instability which is In a state of
saturation (according to the mechanism for broadening of ion resonances [41) with
level e l 0.1 (W Bi/wpi) 2 was computed in [121. The authors started from the first
moment in the equation
	
av,, ^xe	 5-di, Uh	 u^,
which yields
Ella _ Q c ^ 3^ ^h(y ^ 7!	 (1.36)
Here Deg—diffusion coefficient in the space of velocities, a 1- mentioned level of
turbulence. Since (see for en rwle [12'O
i,	 t	 s KiVl
t	 it.i	 r 3i l E,^) ^., ` tgr	 k i Z
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where Jo--Hesselian. function on the order of n, while
' 1	^	
n ( t
W — K t V l - hlJa^	 " Kn1s+r' H ^^
then, in order not to solve the integral equation for De, the resonance function of
electrons was approximated by the Gaussian
where 01/2--half-width of resonance, vc- ^critical velocity at which the diffusion
coefficient has the maximum i	 Cb - to. Yc	 (y k yr T.) k f , + a }	 'r!
After placing an expression for De in (1.36) and integrating for velocities on the
assumption of Maxwellian distribution for fe , in [121 'the follaving was obtained
for the quantity of anomalous resistivity
and consequently,
The same quantity v * in a quasilinear approximation was obtainod in an earlier work /40
[49) .
The ion-cyclotron mode of Drummond-Rosenbluth as a claimant for the main role
in the problem of anomalous resistivity of the magnetosphere obtained powerful sup-
port after publication of the measurement results on the satellite S 3 - 3 [15, 24].
These measurements proved the presence of the attained high level of EIC-turbulence
N
x
I•
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This permitted the authors of [15] to assert that in the observed regions of EIC-
turbulence, the "plateau" on the ditribution function of electrons is not formed,
since for the measured level., the ratio , 4YiIs 4 So j , while the quasilinear theory
predicts 41/1.% 40	 Anomalous resistivity based on measured parameters of turbu-
lence was computed in [15], based on the law for pulse preservation in the electron-
wave system
	
	 i by u,^ • t( +
w
s1t u we, U 8
Vnere Im ee--imaginary part of electron dielectric function [28). Adopting an approx-
imation for random phase during integration and monochromatic spectrum with k = E,
one can obtain 40 4 - A Ft % low f e .E j / 111 wa M y , • where integration for d3Rd was
cone from rE^ )'	 to EY-k. By using the value Im ce (see (1.2)) , we lave;
-00	 ut
After taking, according to the measurements,
k« /r, - o.! , kA	 or" "`o`'	 TO ^' 4 IS
j ai = 10-5 A/m2 u 6 x 107 cm/s , we find that	 while corresponding 	 /41
anomalous resistivity n r.1  x 102 Ohm x m (while the ;116sistivity governed by part-
icle collision - 10- 3 Ohm x m).
Field intensity governed by ancn;alous resi itivity E,,- 2 x 10-3 V/m. It should
be said that these estimates in [15] were made on the assumption that the ion-sound
turbulence is missing, although with u -ve, the ion-sound or Bunemanovskiy turbulence
must be perturbed. This circumstance was 	 in publications [39, 40] In
addition, accuracy of the estimate of the cow; ,-Ir ?c `/k^^ which is included in the
formulas is not great and the result can easily !aa.exaggerated or underestimated by
an order.
x
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The obtained formulas for anonas ►lous resistivity were based on mechanisms of
saturation which did not take into oonsideration the boundaries of the field tubes
in the magnetosphere. Since, according to current opinion (see for example (401),
micrtva^o structure of the longitudinal currents is possible, we will present an esti-
mate of anomalous resistivity fmm [37] which takes into consideration the boundaries.
From the equation	 i^+«;`, !R • ^" ^^ •	 where	 4'0"' /tie
while	 s♦. ^^^	 • ^t^ /a t^ Rir 'r,, XT.- j 4	 L--dimension of field tube, the
follarying was obtained * u C,^.,	 Anomalous resistivity in this case
according to the estimates in [371 is only an order greater than the quantity of
resistivity because of particle collisions
2. MODEL OF INCL=-CYCL011 UN 	 I42
DOUBLE POTENTIAL LAYER
2.1. CNE-DIMENS'MNAL MODEL
OF INCLINEW LAYER
We will examine the following problem. Assume that the electric current flaws
upwards along a uniform magnetic field directed along the axis Z (Figure 2.1). We
will consider that in the space Vo (i.e., above and to the right of the double layer)
the directed velocity of thermal ions is negligible
	
\ L s^V. <4 (T^ ) V. f	 (2.1)
while, the electrons move downwards with fairly great directed velocity. The elec-
trostatic potential on the upper boundary of the layer equals,-^o. In the lower
half-space (Vlj , on the contrary, it is assumed that the electrons are fixed;
e (
fie U ♦ 	 4,() V, \Ta ) V4	
(2.2)
while the ions are moving upwards with relatively great velocity. The potential on
the lower boundary is assumed to be equal to l .
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Figure 2.1. Calculation of Inclined Double Lager
Correspondingly, the index (zerG) will rriadk the parti'c .es enterinq tt'e layer
from above, while the index (1) will indicate the particles entering it from below.
it is assumed	 in this case that the parameters of the plasma and the field
along the layer (i.e., along the y-axis in Figure 2.1) do not change
	 (a /s^ n 0)
Distribution of the electrostatic potential i.n the Layer is determined by
Poisson's equation:
w.
If the layer is strong, then in the layer h. « h; ► h. n >> h, ,
7$"^ Cr
	
- 4r e [ hZ, ^r -via. r )
	 (2.3a)
where ni ce--concentration of ion and electron, respectively equal, to	 /44
S^+^t u+ ^) ej u
and fi,e (u,r)--distribution functions of particles and velocities. Assuming that
the distribution fv=)Ption does not depend on the phase of the cyclotron rotation of
C
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tth_& part~iicle, we rewrite (2.4) in the foam
•	 S (4w,41,) U, JU A JU4 t F (W .) d u, ,	 (2.4a)
where f (u,,, uj )
 --distribution function of particla of corresponding type (the sign
i or e is omitted for brevity of writing), satisfying the Vlasov equation, in a.
stationary case having the follo,rW appearance:
	
c ck	 /d
As is known; solution to equation (2.5) can be written in the foam of a ranciam func-
tion from integrals of particle navemeni 156) . This function is completely deter-
mined by assigning the boundary conditions. Xn order to search for the necessary
movement integral in this case, (at least two) we will use the circumstance that
in the case where the transverse dimensions of the layer are much greater than the
Larmor radius (we will be convinced of the correctness of this hypothesis later),
particle movement can be described in the framework of drift approximation. Then,
as Swift showed [52), one can introduce the following movement integrals;
•/	 i
k4 E 44 + f r4d ! *1 1" Cnj^) I 4V",- I M
and with consideration for the inertia drift of particles,
Ka	 i t ^ of ^^ n Ui
where uK--initial velocity of particle movement in the layer (uH uo for electrons,
uI m- ul for ions) , respectively (D" = 00 for electrons and 4) _0 1 for ions; wb-=
	
gyrofrequency of particles; 	 • 10	 at the point of loca-Z s 	 anA ,
tion of the leading center of the particle. By using the movement integrals (2.6a)
and (l.lb), we will write a solution to the equation (2.5) in the form
	
UlNy U41 N,	
(2.7)
fJ
N
n
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Xn fact, by having the movement integrals as an Arent, this function satisfies
,equation (2.5) , and coinciding with %he initial disf tibution function of frequency
for velocity assigned on the layer boundaries, it also satisfies the boundary condi-
tions.
By substituting (2.7) in (2.4a) , we obtain
h S. 	 J f ' ( U -N t L(1	 4 U  JUN ► 	 (2.8)
where the quantities u^ and u,l are linked by the quantities uH and ut;?y the corre-
lations (2.6) , f=n which, it follows in particular that
UidU^ =(4+ 2 W^  } Ui JL1
 
UM dl^N	 Wh V ^h
L	 _ r\V^ 
1
1
	 fib	 (2.9b)
l	 g	 J
if the velocity of electric drift is small as compared to the velocity of longitud-
inal movement u, i ,. expression (2.9b) is simplified and adopts the following appear- j46
i
ance:L
dU. s u »^dam. (,}
U*X[(U6#)Lt
rr	 ►
(2.10a)
(2.lob)
u% is the velocity which particles would have if the electrical field was strictly
parallel to the magnetic field. By substituting expressions (2.9a), and (2.10a)
into (2.8), we find the particle concentrations
h C 2►MvJ^t °i^,^chN^2 c.' b^  tC F u« U, 4U.	 (2.11)
1: 04 ) 
_ 2F S 7 N ^uk) UP ^ U1 d Ui r
his S u«^ F *^ N^ ^ ^ U `+U
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Figure 2.2. Distribution of Electric
Potential T ransverse to
Inclined Double Layer in
Cbld Plasm
which is the density of particles corresponding to the electrical field Ej 0.
It follows from expression (2.12b) and (2.10b) that
S
(I 64,q ,^, U F ( U	 (2.13)
and the final expression for ion, density looks like
As for the electrons, because of their relatively small niass, the corrections
associated with their inertia drift in a nonunifom electric field (in expression
(2.14) , the terms proportional to 24, and V.L p) are negligible and 114. 0 "e!! (2.15)Vi
8y substituting the expressions obtained for particle concentration in the	 /47
^
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Taking into consideration that in the examined case 1i .
	 and ♦'^ •^
*x 14
	
and by introducing the Alven dielectric permeability j ^,
	 c'^ va where V . g'/Wrot! +
expression (2.16) can be rewritten in the form;
L
7il ♦ Via! . a ♦ Z..y'^a`M ;^- M^^	 {2.17)
However, the coordinates x and Z, introduced as is shown in Figure 2.1, are
not very convenient for analysis of the examined task, since the boundaries of the
examined layer in this system are not coordinate lines. In this respect, we will
introduce a new variable ` 1 ! - y , where a tge (see Figure 2.1) . In these
coordinates the bound. es , of the layer are represented by the planes n = 0 and n
nl . In this case, the final e-%pression for Poisson's equation look like:
?♦ ^ d tr)^;	 ♦ '2'- !Til.^^'; 	 (2.18)10
or
(2.18a)
wY'iere
Equation (2.18a) coincides with the known equation which describes the ,poten-
tial distribution in the double layer in the absence of an external magnetic field
(see for example, in equation (3.6) from [521) with only the difference that in the
heft side of (2.18a) there is the multiplier (1 +a tea) which is usually mach 	 /8
greater than a unit. The quantity ni* and ne is computed, as we have seen, as if
the component of the electrical field which is transverse in relation to the kinetic
fieldwere missing, tnat is, in the same way as in the case of a direct double layer.
This circumstance makes it possibla, without repeating the mathematical catputations,
to use the results which are known from an analysis of the direct potential layers
in application to 'die inclined double layer. In particular, if we assume e a = rnnst
40.}
for the roughest estimates, then it is easy to see from (2.18a) that the thickness
of the inclined layer along the axis n is equal (with not very small a
Do	 s'ti T C	 (2.19)  ^\D ` la /aK^ =	
,^^tEad) 
= o Vi^.d,
from which it directly follows that the thickness of the layer in the direction Z
Vials
The quantity Do comprises,, as is known [57], several Debye ,lengths: Do = aai . By
substituting the quantity Do in expression (2.20), we find that the thid;umss of the
inclined double layer D As a,pi , i.e., comprises several Larmor, • radii of ions. Thus,
the hypothesis made above that the thickness of the double layer is great as compared
to the Larmor radii of ions is apparently fulfilled.
However, the numerical estimates presented above for the parameters of the
inclined double layer are very approximate. The fact is that in these calculations
we assumed that the quantity sa was constant, while it significantly changes in a
direction perpendicular to the layer. In this, respect, we will examine the para-
meters of the layer and eondtidiis for its existence in more detail.
We will turn to the simplified hydrodynamic model examined in survey [50] in
which temperature of the bundles of fast ions and fast electrons is assumed to be /44
negligible (Te = Ti = 0). In this case the distribution of flux particles by
longitudinal velocity is described by the delta-function, and equality (2.4a) is
reduced to	 " N,f
(2.21)
BY substituting the quantity Fi ^e ofrom (2.21) into equality - (2.11), we obtain
the concentration of ions in the form
//	
r
l	 41
,r
it
S
{
y
2.22)
r, dt 11 &W4)lit 2-WZ a ` fit
	
etl +J
ht•Mt^^^+
t	
^' ^^
C
1N1. ! 
^'T^i ^'C^^'^^. ^^
► (
Where, as previous lye. a'e ' ^^ ±~	 and WO . i r+^; Ut'; `
The concentration of electrons, whose velocity of inertia drift is negligible,
evidently equals	 ^ ^ +^^
Wi. ^
	 (2.23)
where W t ^ s. ^ H^ f u
By substituting the ,
 equaW'. es (2.22) and (2.23) in Poisson's equation (2.3) we
can obtain an expression which dete.ndnes the distribution of the potential 4^ in the
layer. however, the equation thus obtained is still very canplicated and is diffi-
cult to analyze. In this respect, Swift (52] simplified the task even more, after
assuming that the electrostatic charges are mainly concentrated near the Yourdaries
of the layer, while inside of it, a condition is fulfilled that is only correct in
that case where the.layer thickness is nuch greater than the Debye radius, ana there-
fore is inapplicable in relation to the ion-sound layer examined in the previous
section.
After equating expressions (2.22) and (2.23), we find:
fit
huw^.,,''` (w^. * go)	 _._.	 (2. 24')
e,
or in the dimensionless form:
C^ S QI i^Wao - i i	 (2.24a)
	
^. W^ J t t :^ -
	 z^^
/^0
Here is changed in units ^ 1 , VJ^ and Wil in units e ID, and distar%,ces in the wji,ts
(d ^ . ^,^ ` ^^^^ a / f d. s` ' where P j, azmor radius of the ion with energy a 4^l .
r
r
11
t
v
Equation (2.24a) is numerically integrated with assigned values Weo and wil
and fixed boundary conditions 0 (o) = 0 with different values of (nil/neo) . As a
solution, the solution is selected in wi^d with = 1, 1 = 0. %ya results of
this integration with We.
 = 0.1 and Wil ")) O.OU1 are presented in Figure 2.2. on
the x-axis the quantity q /d „ .,O%9 is plotted, i.e., the distance (in units selected
above) in a direction pe rpendicular ' ,to the layer. We note that the quantity of the
ratio (nil/rte) in this case was ed.	 to 0.0; and not 0.1, as follows fxam the
condition of Langiruir [50). This indicates the #Vlicit approximateness of the
calculations. Tho' thickness of the layer, as is ,^ppare_nt frcm the figure, was equal
to the two units indicated above, i.e.,  about 	 ': ! s agrees fairly well with
the rough estimate presented above for this gaantity.
In all the calculations presented above',; the,trwperature «f the bundle of ions
and the bundle of electrons was assumed to be 'negligible. As shown by Swift [54],
consideration for She final tegDerature of thg particles in tine brindle does not
change the main conclusion regarding the existence of solution (2.24a) for the
random value (Pl . The effect of the final terperature of the bundle is mainly reduced
to increase in the thickness of the layer. This only improves the conditions of
applicability of the discussed model based on the assunr iption that t-w, thickness of
the layer is much greater than the Lannor , radius of energetic ions. The effect
of temperature of energetic ions on the width of the inclined layer can be llus- 451
Crated by Figure 2.3 [52]. It shows the distribution of potential in the layer in
a model;ahich contains a bundle of cold electrons above the layer and, ions of two
types: cold and hot, below the layer. As is apparent from the figure, in=6e se; in,
9
temperature of lit ions actually results in considerable (all the way to r/a 4k:
increase in the thickness of t11e layer.
t
43
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The conditions for existence of the inclined double layer in the up of Swift,
essentially have of been studied. The fact is that in the model for cold bundles
and cold plasma described above, these conditions are essentially reduced to the
Langmuir condition:
(2.25)
In the hot plasma, the conditions for existence of the inclined double layer are
reduced to the inequalities [50]
t
(2.26,)
	
^\11 t1A Tip l+;'	 U40> Ti• /Ntt .L^	 J
The process of formation of the inclined double layer and conditions for its
development have also not been studied in e.jetail at all. Nevertheless, certain quali-
tative considerations do exist on this account. Thus, Swift, in the already cited
publication [52] examined the conditions for build-.W of the cyclotron (n = u) in-
stability ( from wiLicii, the inclined double layer most likely develops) , and showed )
that the indicated instability develops in that case where the relative velocity of
the electrons exceeds the threshold value
l^.	 a( Ts 	 (2.27)
where a--factor on the order of a unit, which is below the threshold of development
of ion-sound instability [19].
If the plasma contains ions of two types, cold and hot, then the threshold
value of velocity for the bundle of electrons is equal to [52]:
• ^	 Ali .^^
	
l L	
r+: (2.28)
E where Tih and("1 7-rrespectively the temperature and concentration of hot ions, and /53
} no—concentration of electrons. It is apparent from expression (2.28) that if the
density of cold inns is low (so that nih $^$ no), the threshold of development of the
44
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of Potential
Transverse to Inclined
Double Layer in Case of Hot
Plasma
examined instability drastically increases. Thus, the presence of relatively cold
ions is a necessary condition for development of ion-cyclotron instability, and
correspondingly, the appearance of inclined double layers.
In the model examined above for the inclined duti7le layer, as in the model of
a direct double layer, it was assumed that both above the layer and below it, the
plasma is uniform. In the real magnetosphere, this is not so of course. In partic-
ular, in the exosphere, plasma density changes approximately according to the expo-
nential law with a characteristic scale of altitudes h = T/mig. In this respect
Swift [52] assumes UVA the area of possible existence of the inclined layer stretches
along the force line of the geomagnetic field to a distance on the order of H.
Below and above this region the force lines ofthe magnetic field can be considered
equivalent. Possible configuration of the equipotentials is presented
-,
 in Figure
2.4 [52]. This same figure shows the distribution (along the meridian) of the
energy of electrons accelerated in the layer, as well as intensity of the elec-
trical field at the level of the , ionosphere.1
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Figure 2.4. Possible Configurations of Equivalent Elec--
tric Field in External, ionosphere and Distri-
butions of Energy of Spilling Electrons Corres.-
POnding to it and Horizontal Electric Field in,
the Ionosphere
Figure 2.4a corresponds to the si1rV1--,st situation described above for ti-ie
single inclined layer which is limited in altitude. As is apparent fran the figure,
the field E in the ionosphere reaches the maximum in the center of the layer.
The energy of the accelerated electrons also has a characteristic latitudinal
profile with maximum near the "lower" boundary of the layer. In this case, the 	 /L4
characteristic scale of the picture in the meridianal direction, as wa have seen,
is 1 - 2 Larmor radii of energetic ions, that is 1 - 2 km.at
 the level of the
ionosphere.
Figure 2.4b presents two layers adjacent to each other in which the horizontal
component of the electric field is directed to opposite sides.
Figure 2.4c corresponds to a multiplet structure of double layers and the
regions of precipitation -of' accelerated particlet; which correspond to them.
. .. ..	 .  .. .. ..	 IF
Finally, Figure 2.4d corresponds to the case where outside the examined layer
there is an electric field with layer ' not associated and directed strictly perpen•-
dicUarly in relation to the magnetic field, so that the force lines of the latter
are equipotential.
The limitedness of extension of the area for particle acceleration in altitude,
and respectively, along the meridian results in an interesting effect which is acoes-
s
l
ible .to, the ground observer. The fact is, as we have already stated, in the case
of ions of an inclined double layer which are fixed in relation to the ground observer,
they must move in relation to the ions upwards and downwards, and in relation to the
observer to the north or to the south with a velocity determined by the iangmuir
condition (2.25). This condition requires that the layer move aloxlg the force line
with a velocity on the order of U V^o . ±,	 On the o:)ndition of ne/ni a 1
and yeo = 3 x 109
 cm/s (We = 2.5 keV)•this yields ui = 2 x 10 7 cm/s. In this case,
the velocity of movement of the layer (and correspondingly, the arcs of the aurora
borealis) along the meridian equals ui/ a , and with a X103 , this velocity is on the
order of 20 m/s. This does not contradict the experimental data.
These are the parameters of the inclined double layers which are suggested
	 /y5
based on the theoretical examination. Under laboratory conditions, these layers
have not been studied as yet, so for experimental verification of the obtained laws,
we will turn to the data of direct observations for thes4 layers in the magneto-
spheric plasma.
2.2. DOUBLE POTENTIAL LAYERS IN THE 	 PHERE;
Tf^DL4ENSICNAL MODEL OF ThE LAYER
Figure 2.5 (lower panel of the figure) presents typical behavior of three
cmponents of the quasistationary electric field when the satellite S 3 - 3 moving
47`
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at an altitude about 2000 lam intersects the zone of the aurorae boreales (58).
From the data presented in the figure it is evident that the external ionosphere
at invariant latitudes 68° 72 0 , extremely inhomogeneous electric fields are
observed with intensity in a direction transverse to the magnetic field (El) up to
300'niV/m and in a longitudinal (E, M ) up to 30 MV/m, In this case, judging frail the
flight time of the satellite through the region of the strong electric field, the
boundaries of this region along the satellite trajectory cm1prise no more than
several kilometers.
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Figure 2.5. Electric Field and observed
Stream of Electrons During
Typical Passage of Satellite.
S 3 3 Through Region with
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Such small dimensions of the region for the existence of the field, like its
high intensity, make it possible to identify this region with tlwe double electro-
st .rtic layer. The quantities indicated above for the longitudinal and transverse
components of the electric field indicate that this layer is inclined in relation
to the magnetic field, and apparently correspond to the model described above for
the inclined ion-cyclotron layer. This hypothesis is confinned by the circumstance
that the examined area, as can be seen from the data presented in Figure 4'.5, was
obtained in a broader region of intensive electrostatic turbulence. This agrees
	 /57
quite completely with the theoretical model of the layer suggested by Swift.
Detailed analysis of the extensive material obtained on satellite S 3 - 31
permitted the authors of [58, 591 to draw the following conclusions regarding the
parameters of the double layers in the magnetosphere;
1. The double layers were found in the entire range of altitudes of action of satel-
lite S 3 - 3 from 1000 to 8000 km, and the probability of appearance of the layer
increases with a rise in altitude.
2. The dimensions of the double layer along the meridian are (in calculation for
the 100 km level) from 200 m to 10 kni.
3. The intensity of the transverse component of the electrical field in the layer
reaches a qubhtity on the order of several tens of volts per mbter, all the way to
1 V/m. Similar results we7,, obtained previously from the data of launchings of
barium clouds and streams at altitudes of several thousands of kilometers [60, 611.
The longitudinal component of the field averages an order weaker.
4. The total difference in potentials transverse to the layer is several (all the
way to 10 or even mare) kilovolts.
5. Double layers are observed in the region of relatively intensive longitudinal
currents (j= (1 10) 10- 10 A/cm2) , and are accom =ied by plasma turbulence with
r
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amplitude of the field fluctuations to 50 WV/m.
It is easy to see that the observed.: characteristics of the double layers in
the magnetosphere on the wftle are fairly close to the properties ;predicted by
theory.
The difference in potentials existing transverse to the layer in this case is
quite sufficient to accelerate the auroral electrons to the observed energies. This
circumstance makes it possible to hypothesize that the double layers observed in the 458
magnetosphere must be linked to bright discrete forms of aurorae boreales. And in
fact, direct comparison of specific cases of observed double layers with the aurorae
boreales convincingly confirm this hypothesis [58]. Study of the link between the
double layers in the magnetosphere and the aurorae boreales can be significantly
expanded and deepened, as applied to precipitations of electrons of the "inverted"
v type.
Precipitations of this type were reported for the first time by Frank and Ackerson
[62, 631. The essence of this phenomenon is the following. Figure 2.6 [64) shows
the distribution (along the rocket trajectory) of luminescence intensity, density
of the stream of energy of the precipitating electrons and their energy (in the
- region of the spectral peak). As is apparent from the figure, with intersection of
the arc of luminescence, the energy of the electrons increases, reaches a certain
maximum (in this case over 10 kev), and then again diminishes, outlining on the
graph a figure which in shape is similar to an "inverted" letter v. In order to
explain these features in the distribution of intensity of the stream,and energy
of the precipAtating particles, Garnett [65] suggested that precipitations of the
examined type are associated with the existence in the upper ionosphere of an
electric field whose characteristic di3tribution in space is described by a system
5Q;-
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Figure 2.6. Distribution of intensity
of Precipitating Electrons
and Brightness of luminescence
According to Data of Satellite
and Ground Stations
of equipotentials of the type presented in Figure 2.7. In fact, it is easy to see
that in this case the particles which trove along the central axis of the figure
intersect the greatest number of equipotentials, and correspondingly, tiva maximum
acceleration results. The energy of the precipitating particles diminishes the
farther from the axis of the figure.
We note that somewhat earlier, an analogous model of spatial distribution of
k<	 the electric field in the auroral ionosphere and the equipotentials describing it
	 /60
was suggested by Carlquist and Bostrom [66}. The model they suggested was based on
results of observing the movement of inhomogeneities of aurorae boreales rays in the
auroral arcs [66, 671. These observations which showed that inhomcgeneities cb-
served to the soutli and to the north of the central axis of the arc move ,along the
arc to different sides with a velocity required; for the existence of the electric
field EL " 0.5 V/m (in conversion for the level of the ionosphere). Since these
intensive fields were never observed directly in the ionosphere, the authors [66]
I
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also suggested a naJel similar to that depicted In Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7. Distribution of Fquipao-itials
of Electric Field in Model IV-
Shock Wave."
Direct observations of the electric field in the magnetosphere that were nude
on the satellite S 3 - 3 show that the double layers are encountered most often in
pairs or even series, and they are such that the electric field (E.L ) in the adjacent
layers isdirected to different sides [58, 68].
Theoretical substantiation of the indicated distribution of electrostatic poten-
tial was given by Swift [52, 54]. The m:)del he suggested is a development of the
model examined above for a plW%^ inclined doxible layer. It consists of the follo-
wing. Assume that outside the region a< x < a, the longitudinal electric field is
missing. Within the indicated interval, distribution of the potential at level z
ZO and at level z zi is assigned (similarly to Figure 2.1):
(2.29)
52
Von the central, axis of the ;figure, because of its suggested axisymnetry
	 /61
.^ (2»29a)7X
Distribution of the potential in the layer, i.e., in tie region Jx l < a and
z0 <z < z1, is provided by Poisson's equation (2.16). Sinoy in the two-dimensional
case we have examined, solution to this equation is e-toessively complicated, we will
introduce the following simplifications. Since, a, follows from experiment, E
, ,
« El,
we assume that everywhere with the exception of the axis, the layer (X = 0) f ^, ^ ^O
and MCA- y>	 r
Then equation (2 .165 ) adopts theappearance
ae^ a'	
'^. 	 (2.30)A^i +r * +^^. - S y'R a he	 ! ,p, a x	 t a x 71c	 Mls
Concentration of particles included in the right side of equation (2.30) is
defined by the unknown distribution of potential, and by the initial energy Weo of
fast electrons above -the layer and Wil of fast ions below the layer, as well as by
the distribution along the axis x of their concentration neo and nil . However, random
assignment of the last two quantities is impossible, since the correlation between
them aetermines the size of the jump 	 which is already assigned. In
this respect, Swift suggests the following procedure for solving equation (2.30).
We select a certain quantity	 T (P)•'k(o	 where ^ 2 is slightly less than (P l (0) ,
and we numerically integrate in equation (2.30). Integration, is done until the
equality iV`a^^'^(Xs^	 is fulfilled at ' a certain point x2 <a. however, in
order for the density- of the charge to rem	 *"',.site everywhere, we additionally
require that ^ 	 tt	 This condition can be satisfied only by the
appropriate selection of the size of the ratio of primary density of fast ions in
the region z < z1 to the density of fast electrons in the region z <zo at the point.
^N*
^x4 R(^.)• a.	 After selecting the eNant ty R(x2) in the necessary manner, we
again integrate equation (2.30) on the h
	 '	 	 c{ 	 ypothesis of linear relationship R (x) in
the interval 0 —<x  <x2 , We then select a new value for the potential'on the axis
of the figure 'P3(0 ) < 42(0) and equation (2.30) is integrated with the sams bounciaxy
conditions to point x3 at 'which ' 3,03) Q^ (Ys),
	 A new value R(x3) is selected.
Ihi.s process is repeated many times until a sufficient nwnber of profiles of fl x)
is obtained which correspond to different values of 0(0), i.e., integrating the
central axis at different altitudes. The results of this calculation are presented
in Figure 2.8a [54). The isolines of ^ which are thus obtained are presented Ain
Figure 2.8b. The lower part of this figure shows the distribution along the x•-axis
of energy of electrons accelerated in the layer. It is apparent from the figure
that both the configuration of the isolines O, and the distribution of energy of the
precipitating particles obtained in the model qualitatively coincide with similar
characteristics of precipitations of the "inverted" v ty.a, The analysis made by
	
r
Swift for the possible existence of the v-typL double layer also contains, although
in an implicit form, the answer to the question of what governs the characteristic
shape of the layer. In fact, as we have just seen, a definite distribution of the
h4.(f)quantity RO&	 transverse to the layer is necessary for the.existence
of a layer of the indicated shape. We assume that the appearance of a double layer
is governed by the intrusion of energetic electrons into a uniform (i.e., ni l = const)
ionosphere. Then both the actual fact of existence of a v-type layer, and its posi-
tion in space, and apparently also the dimensions are determined by the distribution
n o (x). Theis, depending on the distribution of intensity of the bundle of primary
electrons, both a v-shaped layer of random width (we recall, that in the case of a	 /65
uniform bundle in uniform plasma, a flat layer is formed with width on the order of
several Larmor radii), and a simple layer of a certain configuration can appear
(see Figure 2.4).
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Thus, the experimental data-examined above make it possible to assert that
double potential layers are just as widespread a phenomenon as anomalous resistivity,
and the difference in potentials existing in then is cc miensurate with the drop in
voltage in the region of anomalous resistivity and is sufficient to accelerate part-
icles to typical auroral energies.
It is thus apparently difficult at this time to state which of the discussed
phenomena can be viewed as the main mechanism for accelerating auroral electrons
along the force lines of the magnetic field. It should he rioted however, that judging
from the fact that double Lryers in all cases where they Caere observed, were sub-
merged into strongly turbulent plasma, as well as from the fact that tneir transverse
dimensions are 1 - 2 orders smaller than the typical width of the zone of precipi-
tation of energetic electrons, one can assume that on the whole they play a secondary
role in the energetics of auroral phenomena, being responsible more likely for the
relatively narrow and short-lived, although clear discrete forms of aurorae boreales.
Thus, double layers in the magnetospheric plasma are apparently a certain secondary
effect or partial, although they may be a extras manifes if--ation of electrostatic
turbulence of plasma in the presence of strorY4 longitudinal currents.
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